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Perspectives in A111erica11 History, an annual review published by the 
Charles Warren Center for Studies in American History and edited by 
Donald Fleming and Bernard Bailyn, is devoted to Am.erican history 
from. the age of discoveries to the present. Each issue is a substantial 
volume-consisting either of a small number of monographs or of a 
group of essays on a unified them.e. When space permits, review essays 
are included on important publications in the field of American history. 

American history is def med broadly to include the history of litera
ture, science, philosophy, the arts, economics, and demography as well 
as the n1orc usual subjects. Particular ini.portancc is attached to the com
parative history of Europe and America and to the contacts between 
America and the rest of the world. 

Throughout, the effort is made to open new areas of American his
tory to investigation, to suggest new viewpoints and new approaches, 
and to pose new questions. 

Perspectives IS SOLD ONLY IN ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION. 

Checks, payable to Harvard University, must accompany subscriptions. 
They should be mailed to the Charles Warren Center for Studies in 
American History, 53 Church Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. 

The price of individual issues is $5.00. Five-year subscriptions are 
$22.00. 



Perspectives in American History 
VOLUME II · 1968 

THE INTELLECTUAL MIGRATION : 
EUROPE AND AMERICA , 1930-1960 

The second issue of Perspectives in American History will contain a collec
tion of essays and memoirs dealing with the effect on American intellec
tual and cultural life of the migration to America ofleading European 
intellectuals, scholars, and artists during the Hitler years. It will include 
biographical essays interpreting the influence of individuals; analyses of 
certain groups, institutions, and fields reflecting this influence; and 
memoirs by participants. 

C ontents 

Weimar Culture: The Outsider as Insider, BY PETER GAY 

Experiences in America: A Personal Memoir, BY T. w . ADORNO 

Kunstgeschichte in America, BY COLIN EISLER 

The Wiener Kreis in America, BY HERBERT FEIGL 

Emigre Physicists and the Biological Revolution, 
BY DONALD FLEMING 

Franz Neumann: Between Marxism and Liberal Democracy, 
BY H. STUART HUGHES 

The Migration of Psychoanalysis: Its Im.pact on American Psychology, 
BY MARIE JAHODA 

continued 



The Aftermath of the Bauhaus in America: Gropius, Mies, and Breuer, 

BY WILLIAM JORDY 

Empirical Social Research-The Merger of Two Traditions: A Memoir, 

BY PAUL F. LAZARSFELD 

Two Romanisten in America: Spitzer and Auerbach, BY HARRY LEVIN 

The Diaspora of Experimental Psychology: The Gestaltists and Others, 

BY JEAN MATTER MANDLER AND GEORGE MANDLER 

Reminiscences, BY LEO SZILARD 

Jo]m von Neumarm, 1903-1957, BY S. ULAM, H. W. KUHN, 

A. W. TUCKER, AND CLAUDE E. SHANNON 

A New Site for the Sem.inar: The Refugees and American Physics 

in the 30's, BY CHARLES WEINER 

Four Hundred Notable Emigres: A Biographical Dictionary of 

Scholars, Artists, and Scientists 

Perspectives in American History, Volume III (r969), 
will include studies by 

osCAR HANDLIN: on the new economic history 

KENNETH s. LYNN: on William D ean Howells in the 189o's 

CHARLES STRICKLAND: 011 the childrearing practices 

of Bronson Alcott 

BARRY D . KARL : on the influence of sponsorship on American 

social research 

review essays by John Clive, Stanley Nider Katz, James McPherson, 

Morton White, and others 
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Profussor Bernard Bailyn 
5?, The 'Pryore 
East Heath Road 
London, N. W.3, Ehgland 

~ reb 20 , 1969 

I trust that y 'm are still in London and hope that you and Lotte are 
enjoying it. Snring in England is very snecial and can 't be too very 
far away; plee~e nromise to visit Kew Gardens which was my f~vorite 
place in the suring of '37. 

we have final1y completed compiling the enlarged version of the 11 'Rem

iniscences ." This means that we have dded more of the t pad inter
views and rs. Winsor fit t ed all the material f rom the ten hook 
folders (memorenda and corres ondence not only from SzilRrd t o others 
but also from others to ~z il · rd) very neatly into the corresnonding 
s ections. ~ e also made some anna t tiona in the way y~u taught us. 
I had very m11 o · hoped, of course, t o c; et t his t you befo:t'e y0u left 
for . land but unfortunately it took very mnch lon~er t han I had 
anticipatPd. I have a feel ing tha t you are t he only person who can 
anpreciate and evaluate this material and I would, therefore, very 
much like for you to see this and have your advice on whether this 
cou d 1~o into Volume II as is or hether a -""reRt deal of additional 
work needs to be d•ne . I won der, therefore, what your pre< ant 
schedule i s and whet her you would ha ve t ime to look this material 
over if I sent it t o you. -e could Xerox it on thin paper and I don ' t 
believe that the air mail r ate -would be too exorbitant 'Please let 
me know. 

I havQ .. ot hee.rd abou t t he Y)Ublioation of the bard cover edition yet 
and I w~der whether it has come out. I di s trihuted many offprints 
t t'l r >fri ends < nd received the most enthusiastic resnonses. 

I ' in New York last week and sa ~ susi who is in -e-ood shan a a tar a 
+~~ ~~ the Caribbean . However, she does not seem t o know too much 
about your doin s excent tha t you saw Hitzi. When you s ee her again 
please give her my l ove . 

My best wishes to t he whole family and kindes t regards as al ways , 



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

LABO RATORY FOR N UCLEAR SCIEN CE 

CAMBRIDG E. M ASSACHUSETTS 0 2139 

Dr. Gertrud Szilard 
2380 Torrey Pines Rd. 
La Jolla, California 

Dear Trude: 

Room 26-425 

7 February 1969 

Prof. Feld says you want the address of Bernard Bailyn, who is 
traveling at the moment. For the next month or so, you can write to 
him at 

52, The Pryors 
East Heath Road 
London, N. W. 3 
England 

After that he will be on the Continent. 

With best wishes, 

,)(( {; 1 

Jane Zoba 



De2-r Trude : 

52 The ?ryors 
~ . "~oati1 nd. . 
L.ondon ~.13 

.!arch 29 , 1969 

J: receive d your ::.etter about the cn:a:::> ,... ed version O.L -·-n.e :ilor:1in:!.scences just a O.ay be ore :rc leave for Italy and Austria fo 3 ueeks . ··,e 1 ll be back on . pri l loth, --c: ... c n I :;---. v o c.. 3 da~ c o:·l : c:('c"' ce at Ozfor·d, then a lecture at Cu::r.".J1•::.a ·e, a nC: ::::o 2.:; .,-,::_::._1 be the end of' April before I ar; set-clad Oa.C~'.: here . On tr.c 26th of VIay, however , I :1.ave to co.11e b s. c{ to the States for 2 wee~s, and so in vie~ of' t:hat, I think the best thing to do is sLanly to send tho copy of the :\i .S to ::1e in Caxnbridrs e, to my secret3.l~y , .. Iiss Judith "" yerson , at the Charles ·;·arren Cen er, ana i nstruct "!'ier to hold the l1i m -et there I shouia oe abie o reaa lt. · ough d- rlng the last wee:k in ·ray and let you knov1 pr' omptly then nhat I thiru . I think this is much better thllil shipping the thing over here. First of' all the delay in the end vYill be s light, and se cond t- e convenience on all sides I thir.k will be better . As I say, I VIi ll be able to read it through vii thin a fev1 days of arriving back in Cambridge 
1 
hiass . 

Things have 6 or:e nret-cy well here - I say 11pretty 11 
well since the weather has been fierce , nasty, for the entire 2 mont hs we have been here , and we have been go ins i n and cut of -c;j_e flu and colds . Lotte is 'TOr king at L~e Tavistock Clinic, t he boys are getting along pretty well in a rather slap lc.appy Church of En land school, and I rush about hc:::e a;, d there. I have t ied cross ing at that lig.ht in .Southampton Row that mar~.;:s Leo's g r eat inspLation (as the reviewer in :.s:~com,:TER noted), but alas I had no inspiration at a ll. I was nainly concentr ting on gettii1g across the stree t a live - so it's a good thing I never attempted to be a ¢:;:;:i±::::x physi cist . 

--tegards from us both.? 

As ever,~ 

~ ---



ilyn 
ter for 

Gertrud e1 <"zilard, • D. 
2380 ""rrey ine o d 
L Jolla, C if. 92037 

. tudie in Amorioan istory 
53 Cburoh tr et 
Cambri • 0?1 Personal Attention 

r d t 

y ?.3, 1969 

nd r a.r to cover, in t e mail, I am s i 

which I call the "enlarged ranini oeno and I ho e th t 1 t 
coincide w1 tb your in Cambridge, ~a • on ay 26. 

Thank you very much for ;your 1 etter from London ome eek o in 

hie}! you offered to look thi m teri over durin your hort viei t to the 

U. c::. you know I am very anxious to et your fJV lu tion and have your 

on wheth r thi could go into Volume n mor or le a i ( fter obt ini th 

nee p rmis ion from writer other than szilard) or whether r t d 1 

of work till needs to be don • 

As you know the taJ)ed intervi will be p rt of Volume II of th 

Collected rk to b publi hod by th . I . 'f'. Pr and m;y aim for the Collect d 

rk is to bring muoh -po eible of Leo' writings and views from hi own 

perspective. 'T'herefor the transo~ptione of the t ed material has been sunpl 

m t d b oorr ondenoe, manorandaa, etc. which h him elf elected and 

filed in "history" and "bOok''folders. e h ve divided thb tape into tEI'l 

time eriods - ooording to an outline by Leo - end distri but d them into 

t11n folder wbioh e m rk d in blue ink. FOr each of the ten "blue" fold rs 

we h ve corre nding "red'• fold , in ch r • nsor put the mat rials 

which go with t e eorr8Bl)Onding ection of th t e • She o enised thi very 

m ticulou ly to fit w1 th the tap eo, p e b ag , and list d on ftJI he t 

receding ooh b toh 1 ts oontCI'lts, and m de annot tion • e fo lowed t the 

method you t :ught u in prop ring th notes for the "Per ectiv " • 

wanted v much to make mor d t led annot tions, rut I sugge ted th t w 

until we have your advice on this. So to her gre t di ay and beoeuse I hurri 

ber to et th m terial to you, the note are not "perf ct" . 

A1 though I till r r t th t e did not at t i to you six month 

aeo, I h d hop dV tho timing now i not too b d 1 bOth Curl:r ~wen nd rd 

Feld 11 be in Cambridge in the end of ay, b innirlff of June, end be bl 

me t with you, fter you ha.v s en and OVAlu ted the manusori t . I ve 

th t nem1e Feld 11 t e the responsibility to ee the ·.I • • Proj t th 

a my principal advi or • ( e are in good eh e w1 Volume I . and thi e i no 

th 'beginning of Volume II . ) I em emdin copies of this l t r to CUrly end D rnie, 

and lo talked to Curly over the telephon t day eeo and got hi pemi on to 

d the manu orint directl:r to you, in order to save time. A you llee , 1 t 

contain man documents itten by other , mnn of m re till livin , d hould 
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Dear mrude: 

52 The ?ryors 
E. Hea-c!l Iid . 
:::.,ondon :~·.13 

.:arch 29 , 1969 

I received you letter .s.bout the enlar ,-:;ed ve::.,sion or the _ e;-; ini s cences just a cay bo::'ore ': o leave "or Italy and Aus tr:.a for 3 ·:ree!{s . · ·e 'll be bad:: on ;prill8th, then I :o.vc a 3 day conference at Oxford, then a lecture at Cwnbridc-;c, and so it -.-rill be tno end of : pri l 1efore I a."1 settled b a c.-c hero . On t~'le 26th of ?~Tay , however , I :10. v e to come bad{ to the States for 2 weeks, and so in view of that, I think the best thin , to do is simnly to send the copy of the ~.: to ::-~e in C8Xnbridge, to my secretary, !'..'i ss Judith Ryerson, at the Charles 0arren Center, and instru~ her to hold the 1S t'll I get there. I should be able to read it. throu h dlilring the last weex in 1;;ay and let you knov,r promptly then Hhat I thin.tc . I thid{ this is much better ths.n shipp ing the thing over here. :2irst of all the delay in tne end will be slight, and se cond t' e convenience on all sides I think will be better . ' s I say, I will be able to read it through vlithin a fevr days of arriving back in Cambridge 
1 

1.Iass . 

Things have f;one 9r etty well here - I say :tprettyu well since the weather has been fier c e, nasty, "or the entire 2 months we have been here, and vre have been going in 8..."1d out of "Ghe flu and colds. Lotte is v:orking at the Tavis to ck Clinic, the boys are ge tting alon0 pretty well in a ratner slap happy Church of ::::illgland school, and I rus about here and there. I have tried crossin at that lig..'l"c in Southampton Row that marks Leo's sreat inspira"Gion ( as the reviewer in El COUNTER noted), but alas I had no insniration at all . I was mainly concen tr ting on gettii1g a c ross the street al ive - so it's a sood thing I never attemp t ed to be a ~~~~=~=~ physicist . 

{egards from us both~ 

As ever,~ 

~ -·-



Gertrud Weiss Szilard, M. D. 
2J80 Torrey P1nes . Boad 

La Jolla, california 92037 

Professor Bernard Bailyn 
.52, The Pryors 
East Heath Road 
London, N. ,~. 3, England 

De r Buda 

June JO, 1969 

I trust you hav safely return d to England and enjoying Europe 
for which I am desperately homesick. 

Thank you ver so much for your thoUghtful and detailed letter 
of June 2 which I r ceived following our telephone conversation. 
I am very grateful to you indeed for taking the trouble of 
studying this problem and giving your comments. I have looked 
again at Bertrand Russell's Autobiography and I agre t t this 
might ell be the model for the fo t. 

The manuscript is no in Bernard Feld's hand ho fortunately 
has reserved so e t1 e during the next two onths to d vote to 
Szilard matters. He plans to get together ith Carroll Bowen in 
the near future and I am very much 1ntere ted what his reaction 
will be . Bernard Feld also no has the almost complete manuscripts 
of Volume I (on science) of the collected works and I plan to send 
him all the other materials to be considered for Volume II shortly. 

I am still somewhat handicapped by my fractured foot and have, 
therefore, not de any vacation plan • If by any miracle I shall 
get to Europ this summer I shall certainly let you kno • 

A friend from New York recently sent me a copy of the rch i sue 
of Encounter with the review of the Perspectives hich cheered me 
up. You have undoubtedly seen it and I onder whether ther have 
been any others so far. Last week the Science writer of the Los 
Angeles Times, who kne Leo in Chicago and hom I have m t pre
viously, spent an evening with me here and I showed him the book 
which he had not een before which fa oinated him. I am enclosing 
a clipping of hi column which resulted from our chat. 

Ple se let me kno how much longer you expect to be at the London 
address . Do have a good time and give my very best to Lotte and 
of course also to Mitzi when you see her. Thanks again. 

My best s ever, 

Gertrud Weiss Szilard 

Eno. 
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AMERICAN I NSTITU TE OF PHYSICS 
335 EAST 45 STREET, NEW YORK , NEW YOR K 10017 • 1 212) 685 -1940 

CF.N TER FOil IIJ ST0 RY AND 

PHIL OSO PHY OF P llYS!CS 

CHARLES WEI NEH , Director 

Dr. Gertrud Weiss Szilard 
2380 Torrey Pines Road 
La Jolla, California 92038 

Dear Trude: 

February 12, 1969 

I want to tell you how much I enjoyed reading Dr. Szilard's 
memoirs in the Perspectives volume. I relished every word. It 
is a warm, human story full of historical information. You did 
a masterful job in putting it together! This just whets my 
appetite for the MIT volumes, which I hope will appear soon. 
Please let me know when you expect them to be published. 

In September I had an opportunity to work in several European 
archives, including the Lindemann Papers in Oxford which contain 
several interesting letters from Dr. Szilard during the 1930's 
regarding his nuclear physics research. This fits in beautifully 
with my historical study of that turbu lent period. By the way, 
just last week we received the entire Niels Bohr correspondence 
on 26 reels of microfilm. If I find any letters in the collection 
of potential interest to you, I will let you know. 

I am writing this from home, in Westchester, and am looking 
out of the window into a graceful blizzard which so far has 
blessed us with at least 20 inches of snow today (drifting to 
four feet in spots). I am sure that your horizon at La Jolla 
is clearer and warmer, and I hope that you are feeling well and 
enjoying it. 

Thank you so much for the New Year's greeting. My b est wishes 
to you. 

CW: ry 
P.S. Please 

I look 

SClJk_ 
Charles Weiner 

let me know when you plan to come 
forward to seeing you .~~ 

to New York again. 

Member Societies: American Physical Society Optical Society of Auw-ica Acoustical Society of America Society of Rheology 

American Association of Physics Teachers American Crystallographic Association American Astronomical Society 











BY AIRMAIL 
AIR LETTER 

PAR AVION AEROGRAM ME 

2380 T rrey Pines Rd . 
Ll<l Jolla, 

Cali;t'ornia 92037 

USA 



/ 

TO OPEN SLIT HERE 

SEN DER'S NAME AND ADDRESS 

52 The Pryors 
E . Heath Rd . 
London NWJ 

AN AIR LETTER SHOULD 
NOT CONTAIN ANY ENCLOSURE; 
IF IT DOES IT WILL BE SURCHARGED 
OR SENT BY ORDINARY MAIL 



Dear Trude: 

52 The Pryors 
E. Heath Rd . 
London NW3 

March 29 , 1969 

I received your letter about the enlarged version of the Reminiscences just a day before we leave for Italy and Austria for 3 weeks . We ' ll be back on April 18th, then I .have a 3 day conference at Oxford, then a lecture at Cambridge, and so it will be the end of April before I am settled back here . On the _26th of May, however, I have to come ba& to the states for 2 weeks , and so in view of that , I think the best thing to do is slinply to send the copy of the MS to me in Cambridge, to my secretary, Miss Judith Ryerson, at the Charles Warren Center , and instruffi her to hold the MS tmll I get there . I should be able to read i~through during the last week in May and let you know promptly then what I think. I think this is much better than shipping the thing over here . First of all the delay in the end will be slight , and second the convenience on all sides I think will be better . As I say, I will be able to read it through within a few days of arriving back in Cambridge
1
Mass . 

Things have gone p:vetty well here - I say 11prett well since the weather has been fierce , nasty, for the entire 2 months we have been here , and we have been going in and out of the flu and colds . Lotte is working at the Tavistock Clinic , the boys are getting along pretty well in a rather slap happy Church of England school , and I rush about here and there . I have tried crossing at that light in Southampton Row that marks Leo ' s great inspiration (as the reviewer in ENCOlfMTER __ noted) , but alas I had no inspiration at all . I was mainly concentrating on getting across the street alive - so it's a good thing I never attempted to be a ,...,I · ' n physicist . 

Regards from us both, 

As ever,~ 

~ ~ -
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'l<fport from the Virector 
The Charles Warren Center for Studies in American History was 
established by Harvard University in November 1965 to organize 
and support the activities of the historians of the United States at 
Harvard. It was made possible by the bequest of Annielouise Bliss 
Warren, widow of Charles Warren (Class of 1889), a distinguished 
historian and long chairman of the Overseers' Committee to Visit 
the Department of History. Administered by a committee of mem
bers of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, the Center aims to provide 
continuity, order, and permanence in the study of American history. 

The Center has now completed its fourth year of operations. In 
this period it has defined its functions and has developed effective 
procedures. As a result, it has attained an established place in Ameri
can historical scholarship. 

In 1968-1969, as in the past, the Center directed much of its effort 
to advancing the research of the individual Fellows in residence. The 
projects pursued reflected the wide range of interests among these 
scholars. 

In the year just completed there was an unusual concentration in 
early American history. Although the convergence of eight scholars 
concerned with the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was not the 
product of design, it resulted in fruitful interchange among the 
participants, while each pursued his own research. 

Richard L. Bushman carried forward two projects: the collec
tion of source materials on the Great A wakening and the study of 
religious and political ideology in the first half of the eighteenth 
century and particularly of the efforts of the colonists to reconcile 
divine and civil authority. Another aspect of pre-Revolutionary 
thinking occupied Andreas Burckhardt, who has continued his re
search on the sources of political ideas in the United States in the 
eighteenth century, emphasizing particularly the influence of con
tinental European political theorists. 

The work in progress of a number of scholars dealt with various 

7 



aspects of the Revolutionary crisis. William G. McLaughlin com
pleted his book, New England Dissent: The Baptists and the Separa
tion of Church and State, 1630-1833, which is to be published by 
the Harvard University Press. Although the chronological scope of 
this work is much broader, it focuses on the events connected with 
independence. That is also the case with Milton Berman's study of 
the development of the concept of citizenship in the colonies and in 
the early Republic. 

Other aspects of the Revolution occupied John Howe, Benjamin 
W . Labaree and Leslie F. S. Upton. Howe investigated the way in 
which the term "republicanism" was progressively defined from 
1776 on, to take account of America's economic and demographic 
growth and territorial expansion. He also worked on a project deal
ing with the Massachusetts Gen er al Court from 1 7 5 o to 1 800. 
Labaree studied the decision made for independence on the grass
roots level, in town meetings, county conventions, and provincial 
congresses, as well as in the Continental Congress itself. Upton's 
analysis of American attitudes to the Loyalists in their midst in the 
178o's extended into an investigation of the experience of Anglo
Americans during that period. 

Dealing with a somewhat earlier period, Richard C. Simmons has 
been at work on an edition of the documents of the Massachusetts 
revolution, 1689-1692 which includes official papers of the Massa
chusetts and British governments for this period and the correspond
ence of the provincial agents to England. 

The other Fellows have worked in more recent fields of American 
history. William R. H. Alexander has been preparing for publica
tion his work entitled, "William Dean Howells: The Realist as 
Humanist." Charles E. Strickland and Barbara M. Solomon have 
studied significant aspects of the development of the family. Dr. 
Strickland's monograph on Bronson Alcott's child-rearing practices 
appeared in volume III of Perspectives in American History; his 
other research has centered on the history of the socialization of the 
child. Dean Solomon has been engaged in the preparation of a book 
on the history of American women. 
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L. James Holt and Jerome L Sternstein worked in political his
tory. Professor Holt extended his study of the strong anti-statist 
element in the American political tradition; and Professor Sternstein 
has been completing his full-scale biography of Senator Nelson W. 
Aldrich of Rhode Island, giving especial emphasis to leadership 
methods and tariff and banking legislation during the Progressive 
era. In addition, Professor Berman has completed a book on evolu
tion and religion and Professor McLoughlin has begun research on a 
social history of Providence, Rhode Island, 1 890-r 940. 

I The Fellowship Programs 
The Center makes the following Fellowship grants: 

1. Harvard Faculty Research Fellowships. By allocating some of its 
resources to Faculty Fellowships, the Center makes available to both 
junior and permanent members of the faculty formally assigned 
time for research and study. During the current year Harvard 
Faculty Fellowships were held by Dr. William R. H. Alexander of 
the Department of English and Professor Bernard Bailyn of the 
Department of History and Dean Barbara M. Solomon of Radcliffe 
College. During 1969-1970, Dr. Marshall]. Cohen and Dr. Charles 
S. Maier of the Department of History will hold Fellowships. 

2. Post-doctoral Research Fellowships. The Center recognizes that 
the critical stage in scholarly training comes after the award of the 
doctoral degree when the recipient prepares his work for publica
tion and begins a new project. It is then that he most often needs 
time free for his own work. To the extent that graduate programs in 
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the future are more condensed than in the past and lead more 
promptly into full-time teaching, the need will grow greater. Since 
its first year of operation the Center has made twenty awards to 
post-doctoral scholars. For the current year there were nine such 
awards. A private office at the Center, secretarial, library, xerox, and 
ancillary services, and such other support as is possible within the 
limitations of the Center's funds enable each recipient to move for
ward with his project. 

3. Fellowships for Foreign Scholars. The Center is particularly 
concerned with advancing the quality and extent of instruction in 
American history abroad. Therefore, in collaboration with inter
ested governmental and private agencies, several carefully selected 
young scholars annually spend a year in Cambridge, with the inten
tion of then returning to their own countries to teach. The Center 
has welcomed five such scholars since it was founded. During the 
current year, we were able to make available four Fellowships to 
foreign scholars. 

4. Grants for College Teachers. The variety of activities, services, 
and personalities clustered in the Center will provide a useful course 
of study that will bring young college teachers abreast of the most 
advanced research and writing in their fields. We hope to begin this 
program in the near future. 

I I Seminars and Colloquia 
From time to time through the academic year the Center invites 
outside scholars to meet with its members and with graduate and 
undergraduate students. Visits extend over several days and include 
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public lectures, seminars, and colloquia, as well as individual con
ferences with interested members of the Harvard community. 

In 1968-1969 the Center's guests were David Donald, Director of 
the Institute of Southern History at The Johns Hopkins University, 
and John Hope Franklin, chairman of the Department of History at 
the University of Chicago. 

During the corning year, the Center will welcome C. Vann 
Woodward, Department of History at Yale University, and Arthur 
S. Link, Department of History at Princeton University, as visiting 
scholars. 

I I I Publications 
The Center has under way five major publication programs. Addi
tional programs (see IV History of Liberty in America and V The 
Child and the State) help to make publication one of the Center's 
most significant contributions to the strengthened study of Ameri
can history. 

Work began in September 1966 on a fresh edition of the Harvard 
Guide to American History, first prepared in 1896 by Albert Bush
nell Hart and Edward Channing, and last revised in 1954 by Oscar 
Handlin, Arthur M. Schlesinger, Samuel Eliot Morison, Frederick 
Merk, Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., and Paul Buck. 

The current Guide is the most complete single volume bibli
ography of American history available. As an aid to the research and 
writing of American history it has an expanding market among 
teachers, scholars, and general readers. In the new edition some of 
the 15 ,ooo works cited will be dropped and 7 ,ooo other citations, 
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chosen from the more than 1 00,000 books and articles in the field of 
American history that have appeared since 1954, will be added. 

The revision is under the general supervision of Frank Freidel. 
Richard K. Showman is associate editor. The Harvard University 
Press will publish the book in 1970. 

The John Harvard Library was established by the Belknap Press 
of the Harvard University Press in 1955 to make available to the 
general reader in definitive, reasonably priced editions major book
length documents of American cultural history which have hitherto 
been available only in research libraries or have been reproduced in 
unsatisfactory editions. It includes all major forms of written expres
sion from the beginning of settlem1~nt in America to the twentieth 
century. 

The project has been carried forward from the beginning under 
the supervision of an Editorial Board, which now consists of the 
members of the Administrative Committee of the Center. The 
Board works with a committee of the Board of Syndics of the 
Harvard University Press. The editor-in-chief is Bernard Bailyn. 
Seventy-five volumes have thus far been published* and publication 
continues at the rate of four or five titles a year. 

In 1 966, the Charles Warren Center assumed responsibility for 
editing the John Harvard Library:; the Harvard University Press 
remains the publisher. During the current year the following new 
volumes appeared: ]. Ross Browne, Etchings of a Whaling Cruise, 
edited by John Seelye; Timothy Dwight, Travels in New England 
and New York, edited by Barbara Miller Solomon; Simon N. 
Patten, The New Basis of Civilization, edited by Daniel M. Fox; and 
Jacob Riis, How the Other Half Lives, edited by Sam Bass Warner, 
Jr. 

Perspectives in American History is an annual review devoted to 
American history from the age of discoveries to the present. Its 
editors are Donald Fleming and Bernard Bailyn. Each issue is a 

'The complete list appears below, pp. 23-27. 
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substantial volume-consisting either of a small number of mono
graphs or of a group of essays on a unified theme. When space 
permits review essays are included on important publications in the 
field of American history.* 

American history is defined broadly to include the history of 
literature, science, philosophy, the arts, economics, and demography, 
as well as the more usual subjects. Particular importance is attached 
to the comparative history of Europe and America and to the con
tacts between America and the rest of the world. 

Throughout, the effort is made to open new areas of American 
history to investigation, to suggest new viewpoints and new ap
proaches, and to pose new questions. 

Under the auspices of the Massachusetts Bicentennial Commis
sion, the Center has undertaken to prepare a letterpress edition of all 
the documents bearing on government in Massachusetts in the years 
1774 and 1775, the period which saw the dissolution of the royal 
government of the province and the development of a Revolu
tionary government. A principal element will be the Journals of the 
Provincial Congress and its committees, republished in a fully an
notated text collating all variants. Other material, never before 
published, will include the records of the Superior Court of the 
Province and all existing records of other branches of the royal 
government. An introduction and commentary will summarize and 
evaluate political and constitutional developments. The result will be 
a complete documentary history, filling three to four volumes of 500 
to 600 pages each. 

In addition, there will be an investigation of the feasibility of a 
general documentary history of Massachusetts from the breakdown 
of royal government until the adoption of the Constitution in 1780. 
This investigation will provide information upon which a second 
phase of the project may be developed at a later date. 

The project is being carried forward under the editorship of 
Lawrence Kinvin Wroth. This year has been devoted to location 

•The contents of volume II (Fall 1<)68) and volume III (Fall 1969) and a summary 
of studies to be included in future volumes appear below, p. 28. 
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and transcription of the manuscript and other preliminary research. 
Mr. Wroth will begin full-time editorial work on July l, 1969. It is 
anticipated that work will continue through June 30, l 97 l, and that 
the volumes will be published the following fall. 

The Center is also sponsoring the preparation of a history of the 
foreign policy of the Truman administration to be written by Dr. 
Herbert Feis with the aid of a grant from the Ford Foundation. 

IV History of J:Joerty ind merica 
The Charles '.Varren Center has absorbed the activities of the Center 
for the Study of the History of Liberty in America which was 
established in 1958 and was largely supported by grants from the 
Carnegie Corporation of New York. The Center has now come to 
the end of the ten years of its expected duration although efforts 
continue to secure publication of the projects still in process. The 
twenty-one monographs thus far published incorporate the results 
of the research into the narure of free political institutions, the role 
of voluntarism, and the history of social mobility. 

The first product of the statistical studies undertaken for the 
Center, "The Social Origins of American Leaders," by P. M. G. 
Harris appeared in volume III of Perspectives in American History; 
and work continues on other aspects of these problems as well as 
upon the concluding synthesizing volumes. During this year, one of 
the books sponsored by the Center, Leonard W. Levy's Origins of 
the Fifth Amendment, was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in History. 
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V The Child and the State 
The Center has continued an arrangement with the American Public 
Health Association to provide space and editorial assistance for the 
preparation of an interpretative history of child welfare in the 
United States. The study will consist of three volumes of represent
ative primary documents, with introductory essays and notes, re
lating to child labor and its regulation, care of dependent children, 
treatment and prevention of juvenile delinquency, education, child 
health and medical care, and efforts to extend child welfare services 
to all children. Volume I has been sent to Harvard University Press; 
volume II is scheduled for completion in August, 1969 and volume 
III will be finished in 1970. The project, which is carried forward 
under a grant from the Children's Bureau of the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, is under the general direction of 
Dr. Martha M. Eliot and Dr. William M. Schmidt of the Harvard 
University School of Public Health. The editor-in-chief is Robert 
H. Bremner of The Ohio State University, a Research Fellow of the 
Center. Mr. Bremner's principal associates are Tamara Hareven of 
Clark University and V. John Barnard of Oakland University, both 
also Reasearch Fellows of the Center. Dr. Eliot, Dr. Schmidt, Dr. 
Thomas Hood of the American Public Health Association, Profes
sor Oscar Handlin and Mr. Bremner compose the project's execu
tive committee. 

VI fjbrary 
Frank N. Bunker was appointed Charles Warren bibliographer to 
fill the position left vacant by the death of John A. Riggs. Under the 
direction of Mr. Bunker, income from the Warren Fund was di
rected toward increasing the availability of the existing resources of 
Harvard's many libraries and also developing acquisitions of manu
scripts, documents and newspapers. 

A Warren Fund grant made it possible for the Houghton Library 
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to acquire Marcus Garvey's Aims and Objectives of Movement for 
Solution of Negro Problems Outline ... (first edition, 1924), the 
first and key appeal of the Garvey Jvlovement, the basis of the Black 
Separatist and Black Liberation Movement. An active acquisition 
program of out-of-print local histories was supported. Other grants 
also enabled the Fogg Art J\luseum and Law School Library, the 
Divinity School, and the Education Library to strengthen their 
holdings of collections they felt vital to their operation. 

New materials were purchased in the field of Afro-American ii 
studies. The Baltimore Afro-American, 1893-1968, and the Bay ~ 

State Banner, 1965-1968, were acquired on microfilm. The Douglass' ~ 
Monthly, 1858-1863, the National Anti-Slavery Standard, 1840-
1870, and the Radical Abolitionist, 1855-1858, were bought in re-
print form. 

Significant additions were made to the microfilm collections: U.S. 
National Archi\'es relating to Mexico, including all consular dis
patches, 1822-1906; bills and resolutions of the United States 
Congress, 1784-1899; and the James Monroe Papers in Virginia 
Repositories, which supplement the Monroe Papers in the Library of 
Congress and other Monroe Collections. 

Continuing commitments initiated in previous years brought the 
library microfilm sets of the Correspondence of the British Legation 
in the United States, 1919-1938, in five yearly installments, and re
print sets of the New York Times Book Review, 1898-1968, in 
seven yearly installments. 

The Niles ·weekly Register, 1811-1849, the Overland Monthly, 
1868-1898, have also been acquired. Twenty-five radical periodicals 
are on order from the period 1890-1960, including Class Struggle, 
193 l-193 7; Common Sense, 1932-1946, Equal Justice, 1926-1942; 
Revolutionary Age, 1929-1932; and the Bulletin of the Worker's 
League for a Revolutionary Party, 1937-1949. 

The Center is also administering a small oral history project to 
supplement the papers of Governor Christian Herter held by the 
Library. In addition, a grant from the Center permitted Harvard to 
participate in the activities of the University Film Study Center. 
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Uippendices 



Members of the Harvard Faculties 
Offering Instruction in J°merican History 

Bernard Bailyn, Winthrop Professor of History 
Arthur Stanley Bolster, Professor of Education 
Paul Herman Buck, University Professor 
Lance Crowther Buhl, Instructor in History 
Robert Le Valley Church, Asssistant Professor of Education and 

History 
John Phillips Coolidge, Professor of Fine Arts, 

Director of the William Hays Fogg Art Museum 
Roger Vincent Djngman, Instructor in History 
Merle Fainsod, Carl H. Pforzheimer University Professor, 

Director of the University Library 
Donald Fleming, Professor of History 
Daniel Michael Fox, Assistant Professor of History 
Frank Freidel, Professor of History 
Paul Abraham Freund, Carl M. Loeb University Professor 
Oscar Handlin, Charles Warren Professor of American History, 

Director of the Charles Warren Center for Studies 
in American History 

Neil Harris, Assistant Professor of History 
Louis Hartz, Professor of Government 
Alan Edward Heimert, Associate Professor of English 
Ralph Willard Hidy, Isidor Straus Professor of Business History 
Darnel Horowitz, Instructor in History 
Arthur Menzies Johnson, Professor of Business History 
Seymour Martin Lipset, Professor of Government and Social Relations 
Robert Green McCloskey, Jonathan Trumbull Professor of American 

History and Government 
Ernest Richard May, Professor of History 
John Horace Parry, Gardiner Professor of Oceanic History 
Richard Henry Pells, Instructor in History 
Hugh Douglas Price, Associate Professor of Government 
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David Riesman, Henry Ford fl Professor of Social Sciences 
Theodore Ryland Sizer, Dean of the F acuity of Education 
James Claude Thomson, Jr., Assistant Professor of History 
Morton Gabriel White, Professor of Philosophy 
Samuel Ruthven Williamson, Jr. Assistant Professor of History 
Charles Conrad Wright, John Bartlett Lecturer on American 

Church History 
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<;Jellows and ~ssociates 
Charles Warren Center for Studies in American History, 1966-1969 

FELLOWS 

William R. H. Alexander, Harvard University 
Yehoshua Arieli, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem 
V. John Barnard, Oakland University 
Milton Berman, University of Rochester 
Barton Jannan Bernstein, Stanford University 
Nemai Sadhan Bose, Jadavpur University, Calcutta 
Robert Hamlett Bremner, The Ohio State University 
Richard Buel, Jr., Wesleyan University 
Andreas Felix Burckhardt, Basel, Switzerland 
Richard Lyman Bushman, Boston University 
William Nisbet Chambers, Washington University 
David Ben Zion Filvaroff, University of Pennsylvania School of Law 
Ralph Goodwin, East Texas State University 
Philip Johannes Greven, Jr. Rutgers University 
David Allen Grimsted, University of Maryland 
Tamara Kern Hareven, Clark University 
Neil Harris, Harvard University 
Laurence James Holt, University of Auckland, New Zealand 
John Ruskin Howe, University of Minnesota 
William Robert Hutchison, Harvard University Divinity School 
Yoshimitsu Ide, Japan Women's University 
Winthrop Donaldson Jordan, University of California, Berkeley 
Barry D. Karl, Brown University 
Stanley Nider Katz, University of Wisconsin 
Morton Keller, Brandeis University 
Benjamin Woods Labaree, Williams College 
Charles Roland Marchand, University of California, Davis 
William Gerald McLaughlin, Brown University 
Kathryn Turner Preyer, Wellesley College 
Olav Riste, War Historical Department of the Norwegian Armed 

Forces, Oslo 
Nils Goran Rystad, Stockholm University 
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Richard Clive Simmons, Uni'uersity of Birmingham 
Barbara Miller Solomon, Radcliffe College 
Fred Somkin, Cornell University 
Jerome L Sternstein, Columbia University 
Charles Everett Strickland, Emory University 
Leslie Francis Stokes Upton, University of British Columbia 
Raymond Edward Wolfinger, Stanford University 
Laurence Kinvin Wroth, University of Maine Law School 

ASSOCIATES 

Herbert Feis 
Mark De Wolfe Howe ( 1906-1967), Harvard University 
Kenneth S. Lynn, The Johns Hopkins University 
Richard Kenneth Showman 
Morton Gabriel White, Harvard University 
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The john Harvard £ibrary* 

Jane Addams, Democracy and Social Ethics ( 1902). Edited by Anne 
Firor Scott 

Louis Agassiz, Essay on Classification ( 1857). Edited by Edward Lurie 

Louisa May Alcott, Hospital Sketches ( 1 863). Edited by Bessie Z. Jones 

James Alexander, A Brief Narrative of the Case and Trial of John Peter 
Zenger ( 173 7). Edited by Stanley Nider Katz 

Timothy Shay Arthur, Ten Nights in a Bar-Room (1854). Edited by 
Donald A. Koch 

Isaac Backus, On Church, State, and Calvinism, Pamphlets, 1754-1789. 
Edited by William G. McLoughlin 

Pamphlets of the American Revolution 1750-1776 Volume I ( 1750-
1765) . Edited by Bernard Bailyn 

The Autobiography of Lyman Beecher, Volume I and II ( 1864). Edited 
by Barbara M. Cross 

Edward Bellamy, The Duke of Stockbridge ( 1879). Edited by Joseph 
Schiffman 

Edward Bellamy, Looking Backward 2000-1887. ( 1888) . Edited by 
John L. Thomas 

Arthur F. Bentley, The Process of Government ( 1908). Edited by 
Peter H Odegard 

William Billings, The Continental Harmony (1794). Edited by Hans 
Nathan 

The Works of Anne Bradstreet (1678). Edited by Jeannine Hensley, 
foreword by Adrienne Rich 

J.P. Brissot de Warville, New Travels in the United States of America-
1788. Edited by Durand Echeverria, translated by Mara Soceanu 
Vamos and Durand Echeverria. 

J. Ross Browne, Etchings of a Whaling Cruise (1846). Edited by John 
Seelye. 

• For additional information about books in the John Harvard Library, write to 
the Harvard University Press, 79 Garden Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02138. 
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W. C. Brownell, American Prose Masters ( 1909). Edited by Howard 
Mumford Jones. 

Andrew Carnegie, The Gospel of Wealth (1886-1899). Edited by 
Edward C. Kirkland. 

Christopher Colles, A Survey of the Roads of the United States of 
America ( 1789). Edited by Walter W. Ristow. 

Anthony Comstock, Traps for the Young ( 1883). Edjted by Robert 
H. Bremner. 

James Ferumore Cooper, The Crater, or Vulcan's Peak (1847). Edited 
by Thomas Philbrick. 

John Cotton, On the Churches of New England ( 1636-1648). Edited by 
Larzer Ziff. 

Herbert Croly, The Promise of American Life (1909). Edited by 
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. 

Ignatius Donnelly, Caesar's Column, A Story of the Twentieth Century 
(1889).Edited byWalterB. Rideout. 

Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of an American Slave ( 1845). 
Edited by Benjamjn Quarles. 

Timothy Dwight, Travels in New England and New York (1882), 4 
Volumes. Edited by Barbara Miller Solomon. 

William Eddis, Letters from America ( 1792). Edited by Aubrey C. 
Land. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson, Englisb Traits ( 18 56). Edited by Howard 
Mumford Jones. 

Charles Grandison Finney, Lectures on Revivals of Religion ( 18 3 5). 
Edited by William G. McLoughlin. 

George Fitzhugh, Cannibals All! Or, Slaves Without Masters (1857). 
Edited by C. Vann Woodward. 

Harold Frederic, The Damnation of Theron Ware ( 1896). Edited by 
Everett Carter. 

Uuion Pamphlets of the Civil War 1861-1865, 2 Volumes. Edited by 
Frank Freidel. 

Hamlin Garland, Crumbling Idols (1894). Edited by Jane Johnson. 

Edwin Lawrence Godkin, Problems of Modern Democracy ( 1896). 
Edited by Morton Keller. 
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Asa Gray, Darwiniana ( 1876). Edited by A. Hunter Dupree. 

Frederick Grimke, The Nature and Tendency of Free Institutions 
(1848). Edited by John William Ward. 

Laurence Gronlund, The Cooperative Commonwealth ( 1884). Edited 
by Stow Persons. 

Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, John Jay, The Federalist (1788). 
Edited by Benjamin F. Wright. 

Hutchins Hapgood, The Spirit of the Ghetto (1902) . Edited by Moses 
Rischin. 

William H. Harvey, Coin's Financial School (1896). Edited by Richard 
Hofstadter. 

Hinton Rowan Helper, The Impending Crisis of the South (1857). 
Edited by George M. Fredrickson. 

Robert Herrick, The Memoirs of an American Citizen (1905). Edited 
by Daniel Aaron. 

Oliver Wendell Holmes, The Common Law (1881). Edited by Mark 
De Wolfe Howe. 

E.W. Howe, The Story of a Country Town (1883) . Edited by Claude 
M. Simpson. 

James Jackson Jarves, The Art Idea ( 1864) . Edited by Benjamin Row
land, Jr. 

The Autobiography of Joseph f eff erson ( 1890). Edited by Alan S. 
Downer. 

William Livingston, The Independent Refiector ( 1752-1 7 5 3) . Edited by 
Milton M. Klein. 

Jacques Loeb, The Mechanistic Conception of Life ( 191 2). Edited by 
Donald Fleming. 

George Perkins Marsh, Man and Nature (1864). Edited by David 
Lowenthal. 

Cotton Mather, Bonifacius, An Essay Upon the Good ( 1710). Edited by 
David Levin. 

Matthew Fontaine Maury, The Physical Geography of the Sea and its 
Meteorology ( 1885). Edited by John Leighly. 

Gottlieb Mittelberger, ] ourney to Pennsylvania ( 17 56). Edited by and 
translated by Oscar Handlin and John Clive. 
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Lewis Henry Morgan, Ancient Societ.r ( 1877). Edited by Leslie A. 
White. 

Louis Legrand Noble, The Life and Works of Thomas Cole (1853). 
Edited by Elliot S. V esell. 

Simon N. Patten, The New Basis of Civilization (1907). Edited by 
Daniel M. Fox. 

Patience Pennington, A Woman Rice Planter (1904-1907). Edited by 
Cornelius 0. Cathey. 

Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, The Gates Ajar ( 1868). Edited by Helen Sootin 
Smith. 

Frederick Hawkins Piercy, Route From Liverpool to Great Salt Lake 
Valley ( 18 5 5). Edited by Fawn M. Brodie. 

John Wesley Powell, Report on the Lands of the Arid Region of the 
United States ( 1 878). Edited by Wallace Stegner. 

Isaac Ray, A Treatise on the Medical Jurisprudence of Insanity, ( 1838). 
Edited by Winfred Overholser. 

Jacob Riis, Ho"UJ the Other Half Lives ( 1890). Edited by Sam Bass 
Warner, Jr. 

Edmund Ruffin, An Essay on Calcareous Manures ( 18 3 2). Edited by J. 
Carlyle Sitterson. 

Benjamin Rush et al., Essays on Education in the Early Republic ( 1786-
1799). Edited by Frederick Rudolph. 

Philip Schaff, America, A Sketch of its Political, Social, and Religious 
Character ( 18 5 5). Edited by Perry Miller. 

Montgomery Schuyler, American Architecture and Other Writings 
( 1892) 2 Volumes. Edited by William H. Jordy and Ralph Coe. 

William Gilmore Simms, Views and Reviews in American Literature, 
History, and Fiction ( 1846). Edited by C. Hugh Holman. 

J. Allen Smith, The Spirit of American Government ( 1907). Edited by 
Cushing Strout. 

Samuel Stanhope Smith, An Essay on the Causes of the Variety of Com
plexion and Figure in the Human Species ( 1787). Edited by 
Winthrop D. Jordan. 

J.B. Stallo, The Concepts and Theories of Modern Physics (1881). 
Edited by P. W. Bridgman. 
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Robert Louis Stevenson, From Scotland to Silver ado ( 18 79). Edited by 
James D. Hart. 

Harriet Beecher Stowe, Oldtown Folks ( 1869). Edited by Henry F. 
May 

Harriet Beecher Stowe, Uncle Tom's Cabin ( 1852 ). Edited by Kenneth 
S. Lynn. 

Josiah Strong, Our Country (1886). Edited by Jurgen Herbst. 

Albion W. Tourgee, A Fool's Errand ( 1879). Edited by John Hope 
Franklin. 

Francis Wayland, The Elements of Moral Science (1835). Edited by 
Joseph L. Blau. 

Mason L. Weems, The Life of Washington (1800). Edited by Marcus 
Cunliffe. 

The Works of James Wilson (1804) 2 Volumes. Edited by Robert 
Green McCloskey. 

Frances Wright, Views of Society and Manners in America (1821). 
Edited by Paul R. Baker. 
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PERSPECTIVES lN AMERICAN HISTORY 
No. II I Fall, 1968 

The Intellectual Migration: Europe ,and America, 1930-1960 con
tains a collection of essays and memoirs dealing with the effect on 
American intellectual and cultural life of the migration to America 
of leading European intellectuals, scholars, and artists during the 
Hitler years. This volume "\Vas published as a hard cover book by the 
Harvard University Press in r 969. 

PERSPECTIVES lN AMERICAN HISTORY 
No. Ill I Spring, 1969 

Contents 

I. A Transcendentalist Father: The Child-Rearing Practices of 
Bronson Alcott by Charles Strickland 

II. The "Country Boy" Myth and Its Place in American Urban 
Culture: The Nineteenth-Century Contribution by R. Richard 
Wohl ( r921-1957 ), edited by Moses Rischin 

Ill. The Social Origins of American Leaders: The Demographic 
Foundations by P. M. G. Harris 

IV. Presidential Planning and Social Science Research: Mr. 
Hoover's Experts by Barry D. Karl 

A PROPOSAL-A Case for "Court Historians," by Ernest R. May 

Review Essays by John Clive, Sidney E. Mead, James McPherson, 
Stanley N. Katz, Morton 'Vhite, and Marshall ]. Cohen. 

Perspectives in American History, volume IV, will include material 
drawn from the Commonwealth lectures given at the University of 
London in r 969 by Oscar Handlin on American social history; The 
American /771age of Ireland before Parnell, by Owen Dudley Ed
wards; an article on William Dean Howells in the 1 89o's by 
Kenneth S. Lynn, and others, together with a collection of review 
essays. 
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<;fellows 
Center for the Study of the History of Liberty in America, 1958-

1966 

Yehoshua Arieli, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem 
Sidney H. Aronson, Brooklyn College 
Bernard Bailyn, Harvard University 
Milton Berman, University of Rochester 
Rowland T. Berthoff, Washington University 
Richard M. Brown, College of William and Mary 
Roger H. Brown, American University 
Daniel H. Calhoun, University of California, Davis 
Peter]. Coleman, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle 
P. M. G. Harris, Howard University 
Harold M. Hyman, Rice University 
Sydney V. James, State University of Iowa 
Carl Kaysen, lmtitute for Advanced Studies 
Morton Keller, Brandeis University 
Herman R. Lantz, Southern Illinois University 
Leonard R. Levy, Brandeis University 
Roy Lubove, University of Pittsburgh 
William G. McLoughlin, Brown University 
Norton Mezvinsky, Central Connecticut State College 
Paul L. Murphy, University of Minnesota 
Gerald D. Nash, University of New Mexico 
David]. Rothman, Columbia University 
Morris Schonbach, San Fernando Valley State College 
Winton U. Solberg, University of Illinois 
William R. Taylor, State University of New York, Stony Brook 
Lawrence W . Towner, The Newberry Library 
Detlev Frederick Vagts, Harvard Law School 
Clarence L. Ver Steeg, Northwestern University 
Philip L. White, University of Texas 
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Publications 
Center for tbe Study of the History of Liberty in America* 

Yehoshua Arieli, Individualism and Nationalism in American Ideology 
( 1964). 

Sidney H. Aronson, Status and Kinship in the Higher Civil Service: Stand
ards of Selection in the Administrations of John Adarns, Thornas Jefferson, 
and Andrew Jackson ( 1964). 

Bernard Bailyn, Origins of American Politics (New York, 1968). 
Gunther P. Barth, Bitter Strength: A History of the Chinese in the United 

States, 1850-1870 (1964). 
Richard M. Brown, The South Carolina Regulators ( 1963 ). 
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